Exact BPS solutions of multi-walls are obtained in five-dimensional supergravity. The solutions contain 2n parameters similarly to the moduli space of the corresponding global SUSY models and have a smooth limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. The models are constructed as gravitational deformations of massive T * CP n nonlinear sigma models by using the off-shell formulation of supergravity and massive quaternionic quotient method with U (1) × U (1) gauging. We show that the warp factor can have at most single stationary point in this case. We also obtain BPS multi-wall solutions even for models which reduce to generalizations of massive T * CP n models with only U (1) n isometry in the limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. At particular values of parameters, isometry of the quaternionic manifolds is enhanced.
Introduction
In the brane world scenario, our four-dimensional spacetime is realized on topological defects such as walls embedded in a higher dimensional spacetime [1] . One of the most intriguing models in the brane-world scenario is proposed by Randall and Sundrum, which offers a possibility to solve the gauge hierarchy problem by means of two walls [2] , and a four-dimensional localized massless graviton on the wall [3] . The model is based on a spacetime metric containing a warp factor e 2U(y)
where the five-dimensional indices transforming under the general coordinate transformations are denoted by µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, the flat four-dimensional indices m, n = 0, 1, 3, 4. We choose to denote the coordinate of the extra dimension y ≡ x 2 . They had to introduce an orbifold, a bulk cosmological constant and a boundary cosmological constant placed at orbifold fixed points. A fine-tuning was needed between these cosmological constants.
On the other hand, supersymmetry (SUSY) has been most powerful to construct realistic models for unified theories beyond the standard model [4] . The supersymmetric version of the warped metric model with an orbifold has been worked out [5] . It is tempting to replace the orbifold by a smooth wall constructed from physical scalar fields. After many studies of BPS walls in four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity (SUGRA) coupled with chiral scalar multiplets [6] , an exact solution of a BPS wall has been constructed [7] . Since the nonlinear models in the N = 2 SUGRA should have a quartenioinic Kähler target manifold [8] , there must be a nontrivial gravitational deformation of the hyper-Kähler nonlinear sigma models of the global N = 2 SUSY theories. For massless N = 2 nonlinear sigma models in four dimensions, the necessary gravitational deformations have been worked out [9] , [10] . However, nontrivial potential terms are needed to obtain domain wall solutions. In the N = 2 SUSY nonlinear sigma models, the possible potential terms are severely restricted [11] - [16] . Massive hyper-Kähler nonlinear sigma models without gravity in four dimensions have been constructed in harmonic superspace as well as in N = 1 superfield formulation [17] , [18] , and have yielded the domain wall solution for the Eguchi-Hanson manifold [19] previously obtained in the on-shell component formulation [12] . Other BPS solitons in N = 2 global SUSY theories such as lumps have also been constructed [20] , [21] .
Studies of domain walls in gauged SUGRA theories in five dimensions [22] revealed the necessity of hypermultiplets [23] . Domain walls in massive quaternionic Kähler nonlinear sigma models in the N = 2 SUGRA theories have been studied using mostly homogeneous target manifolds. Unfortunately, SUSY vacua in homogeneous target manifolds are not truly IR critical points, but can only be saddle points with some IR directions [24] , [25] . No-go theorems are argued [26] , [27] , and solutions proposed [28] . Only a few nonlinear sigma models with quaternionic manifolds as target spaces admitting wall solutions have been constructed [29] , [30] . However, a limit of weak gravitational coupling cannot be taken in these manifolds, contrary to the model with an exact solution in N = 1 SUGRA in four-dimensions [7] . This is a serious drawback for phenomenological purposes. Recently we have succeeded in constructing a smooth wall configuration which has a smooth limit of vanishing gravitational coupling [31] , using the recently developed off-shell formalism of N = 2 SUGRA in five dimensions [32] , [33] . On-shell SUGRA in five dimensions [34] as well as off-shell form without vector multiplets [35] have also been formulated previously.
The purpose of our paper is to extend our construction of exact BPS domain walls in five-dimensional SUGRA coupled with hypermultiplets (and vector multiplets), especially to higher dimensional quaternionic target spaces.
We obtain a gravitational deformations of T * CP n nonlinear sigma models which admit multi-walls as BPS solutions. We shall call them QT * CP n models. These multi-wall solutions possess 2n parameters which is the same number as that of moduli parameters in the global SUSY case (vanishing gravitational coupling). We can take a limit of vanishing gravitational coupling smoothly as in our previous example of gravitational deformations of the T * CP 1 model (Eguchi-Hanson manifold) [31] . We also construct gravitational deformations with the U (1) × U (1) gauging of the hypermultiplets in the N = 2 SUGRA, which reduce to more general models than the T * CP n model with only U (1) n isometry. We shall call them generalized QT * CP n models. We find that they admit multi-wall BPS solutions as well. It is also observed that the isometry of the target space is enhanced at particular values of parameters. Qualitative features of the wall solutions for hypermultiplets are found to be in one-to-one correspondence with those in the global SUSY case, even though there are nontrivial gravitational corrections [13] . In addition, we obtain solutions of the warp factor. We find that possible stationary points of the warp factor are obtained as intersections with a hypersurface in field space and are easily visualized graphically. We show that the warp factor in the gravitationary dressed T * CP n models can have at most one stationary point.
Similarly to our previous example, we obtain three types of behavior of the warp factor : 1) decreasing for both infinities of extra dimension y → ±∞, interpolating two infrared (IR) fixed points, 2) decreasing in one direction, and flat in the other, interpolating an IR fixed point and flat space, 3) decreasing in one direction, and increasing in the other, interpolating an IR and an ultra-violet (UV) fixed points. The IR-IR case may be desirable for phenomenological purposes [36] , but other cases are also interesting in view of the AdS/CFT correspondence [37] .
We can take a thin-wall limit of our solitons (domain walls) in five-dimensional SUGRA which gives orbifold type models similar to the Randall-Sundrum model. We find that the relation between bulk and boundary cosmological constants is now realized as an automatic consequence of the solution of dynamical equations rather than a fine-tuning between input parameters [31] , similarly to the BPS wall solution in the four-dimensional SUGRA [7] . The four-dimensional graviton should be localized also on our wall solution [38] .
In constructing a gravitational deformation of nonlinear sigma models, we followed the strategy of our previous paper by using the off-shell formulation of five-dimensional SUGRA (tensor calculus) [32] , [33] . We combine this formalism with the quotient method via a vector multiplet without kinetic term and the massive deformation (central charge extension). In the off-shell formulation, we can easily introduce the gravitational coupling to the massive hypermultiplets with linear kinetic term which is interacting with the vector multiplet without kinetic term. By eliminating the vector multiplet after coupling to gravity, we automatically obtain a gravitationally deformed constraint resulting in inhomogeneous quaternionic Kähler nonlinear sigma model with the necessary potential terms. We may call the procedure a massive quaternionic Kähler quotient method. As an extension to our previous model [31] , we introduce many more hypermultiplets, but retain the same number of vector multiplets to gauge the hypermultiplet target space. Therefore we obtain higher dimensional quaternionic Kähler manifolds as target space. Although we have obtained legitimate quaternionic manifolds by construction at least locally, we have not yet explored possible global singularities which was noticed in the case of the T * CP 1 model (Eguchi-Hanson manifold) [10] , [31] . As we have argued before [31] , we can restore the kinetic term of the vector multiplet to avoid such singularities if they exist. Our BPS solutions should still be valid solutions even with the kinetic term for the vector multiplet.
Sec.2 summarizes the massive quaternionic Kähler quotient method in the off-shell formulation of SUGRA, and introduces the general U (1) × U (1) gauging leading to 4n (real) dimensional quaternionic nonlinear sigma models. Sec.3 gives vacua and BPS equations of the model. Sec.4 discusses general properties of BPS solutions and presents exact multi-wall solutions. Sec.5 discusses the weak gravity limit and other issues.
Our model

Five-dimensional Supergravity
Our model is based on the off-shell formulation of Poincaré SUGRA in five-dimensions with hypermultiplets and vector multiplets. The Poincaré SUGRA is most conveniently obtained from a gauge fixing of superconformal gravity [32] , which comes from gauging the translation P a , supersymmetry In global N = 2 SUSY case, BPS wall solutions have been obtained by using n + 1 (n ≥ 1) hypermultiplets as matter fields [12] , [13] , [17] , [18] . To obtain nontrivial interactions among hypermultiplets, the nonlinearity of the kinetic term (SUSY nonlinear sigma model) is required [39] . The most practical way to obtain the nonlinear sigma model is to introduce a vector multiplet without a kinetic term that provides constraints to hypermultiplets. After solving the constraints, one obtains the curved target space for hypermultiplets that becomes a hyper-Kähler manifold with real 4n dimension [40] , [41] , [17] , [18] . To obtain wall solutions, we need also a nontrivial potential term among hypermultiplets. This comes about if we consider the central charge extension in the SUSY algebra producing the mass term [42] . The above method to obtain the nonlinear sigma model with a potential term is called the massive hyper-Kähler quotient method [17] , [18] .
To embed such a massive SUSY nonlinear sigma model into SUGRA, we need to introduce an additional hypermultiplet (with a negative metric) that is called the compensator, since the gauge fixing in conformal supergravity (dilatation, SU (2) R and so forth) eliminates degrees of freedom of one hypermultiplet. The nontrivial potential term is obtained by introducing the mass term through the central charge extension. This central charge extension in SUGRA should be performed through an introduction of central charge vector multiplet [32] , [33] with the U (1) gauge boson W 0 µ , the generator t 0 and the gauge coupling g 0 . After the gauge fixing from conformal supergravity, the resulting target space of physical hypermultiplets in Poincaré SUGRA becomes a projective quaternionic manifold in contrast to the flat target space in the case of global SUSY theories [32] . To obtain a curved target space of nonlinear sigma models in the globally SUSY case, we have introduced a vector multiplet without kinetic term to serve as a Lagrange multiplier field [17] , [18] . Similarly, the constraint on hypermultiplets is introduced in SUGRA theories by a vector multiplet without kinetic term, whose gauge boson, generator and coupling are denoted by W 1 µ , t 1 and g 1 . In this paper we introduce U (1) gauge field as W 1 µ . Consequently, we need to introduce U (1) × U (1) vector multiplets besides the Weyl multiplets and n + 2 hypermultiplets.
The n + 2 hypermultiplets can be assembled into a 2 by 2(n + 2) matrix whose scalar components are denoted as A i α , i = 1, 2. The hypermultiplet target space indices are denoted as α = 1, . . . , 2(n + 2). We have 4(n + 2) real degrees of freedom in scalar fields A i α , because of the reality condition [32] 
where ij = iσ 2 and 1 n+1 is the (n + 1) × (n + 1) unit matrix.
After integrating out a part of the auxiliary fields by their on-shell conditions in the off-shell SUGRA action [33] , we obtain the bosonic part of the action for our model
where
Here, we follow the notation that 
This constraint (2.4) corresponds to the constraint for Eguchi-Hanson target space in the limit of κ → 0 in the n = 1 case Ref. [17] , [18] . The gauge fixing of dilatation in superconformal gravity gives an additional constraint on hypermultiplet scalars as (with
Because of the quadratic form constraint (2.5), the target space manifold becomes U Sp(2, 2(n + 1))/(U (2) × U (2(n + 1))) that has an isometry U Sp(2, 2(n + 1)) which is defined by the invariance of the quadratic form (2.5) [32] , 6) where t denotes the generator of the isometry group. The general form of t satisfying these constraints is given by : where A is a 2 by 2 matrix satisfying, A † = −A and A = εA T ε, B is a (n + 1) by 2 matrix, C is a (n + 1) by
We should choose gauge generators t I for vector multiplets W I µ as one of the generators t of the isometry U Sp(2, 2(n + 1)). Since we are interested in U (1) × U (1) gauging, we choose two commuting diagonal generators parametrized by
where σ 3 is one of the Pauli matrices,
, with d I,a and α I are real parameters. We again stress that gauging by t 1 gives the non-minimal kinetic term for hypermultiplet scalar fields A i α through the constraint. Therefore the target manifold of the hypermultiplet nonlinear sigma model is entirely determined by the choice of t 1 . On the other hand, the gauging by t 0 produces a nontrivial potential for hypermultiplet scalar fields A i α .
Let us clarify the meaning of parameters α I and d I,α . We wish to demand that our model should have a well-defined limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. The compensator hypermultiplet A i α with α = 1, 2 has negative norm and should disappear in the vanishing gravitational coupling. This requires α I in t I should vanish in the limit κ → 0. On the other hand, we wish to recover a nonlinear sigma model with the constraint given by the part of (t 1 ) α β with α, β = 3, · · · , 2(n + 2). Similarly the potential for the hypermultiplets except the compensator is given by the part of t 0 with α, β = 3, · · · , 2(n + 2). Therefore d I,a should have a finite limit as κ → 0. Even accepting these requirements, we still have a considerable freedom to choose parameters. For instance, a general choice for α 1 and d 1,a makes the target manifold with only U (1) n isometry and in general inhomogeneous through the constraint (2.4). We shall call this case as the asymmetric kinetic term. We will consider BPS multi-wall solutions in such generic models. If we take a symmetric choice of parameters
the kinetic term becomes symmetric and the target manifold admits much larger isometry, SU (n + 1) in this case. This is the case of the usual T * CP n nonlinear sigma model in the limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. We shall call this case as the symmetric kinetic term. On the other hand, we can obtain other target manifolds with enhanced isometry, if we abandon the weak gravity limit. We find that too much enhanced isometry often results in pathological behaviors such as runaway vacuum. A systematic search of possibilities for n = 1 case is given in Appendix A.
By reversing the sign of the third line of (2.2), we obtain a scalar potential consisting of two terms : the first term arises from the couplings of hypermultiplets to scalars 
As we will see in later sections, the parameter g 0 M 0 gives the scale of width of the wall and should be kept finite when taking the weak gravity limit κ → 0. Therefore the gauge coupling g 0 of the central charge vector multiplet must be proportional to κ for vanishing gravitational coupling. This fact implies that the central charge vector multiplet decouples in the global SUSY model. This result is in accord with the fact that the global SUSY model does not need the central charge vector multiplet to generate mass terms.
The scalar M 1 and the gauge field W 1 µ without kinetic term is a Lagrange multiplier, which is determined by its algebraic equations of motion as
Bosonic action for Hypermultiplets
Assuming W 0 µ = 0, we rewrite the on-shell bosonic action of the hypermultiplets:
where M 1 and W 1 µ are given in Eq.(2.11) and (2.12). By using the SU (2) R gauge fixing, we can choose the first two columns in the hypermultiplet matrix A i α to be proportional to the two by two unit matrix. Remaining components of A i α can be parametrized by two (n + 1)-component complex fields φ i a with i = 1, 2 and a = 1, 2, · · · , n + 1
which satisfies the constraint (2.5). This parametrization is a generalization of that used by Curtright and Freedman for T * CP 1 nonlinear sigma model (n = 1 case) [44] . We shall call it the (generalized) CurtrightFreedman basis.
In terms of the Curtright-Freedman basis with the generators (2.8), Y I ij can be expressed as
where we define
18)
Hence, the constraint (2.4) reduces to
Finally, we obtain the bosonic Lagrangian in terms of the Curtright-Freedman basis as follows:
where we define quantities combining two vector multiplets using f in Eq.(2.11)
We obtain the following useful expression:
We can express W 1 µ and f as follows:
BPS equations
SUSY Vacuum
For a stable BPS solution two or more isolated SUSY vacua are needed. We investigate the vacuum structure of our model in this subsection. The on-shell supertransformation for the fermionic fields are of the form:
. SUSY vacua conditions are obtained by demanding 'supersymmetric' spacetime independent background configuration for scalar fields A i α in Eq.(3.2) 3 . This yields the following condition:
in the right hand side we used the constraint Y 1 = 0 in Eq.(2.4). In terms of the Curtright-Freedman basis this can be rewritten as
From the compensator components in the first and second rows, we find two conditions on the quantities defined in Eq.(2.17)
Using these conditions, we find a condition for φ i a as an eigenvalue equation for the matrix D :
For a generic choice of the parameters the diagonal matrix D should have no identical entries :
Then the last condition yields 2(n + 1) candidates for discrete SUSY vacua such that the only one component of φ i is non zero and all the others components vanish. The vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the nonvanishing component φ i a in the a-th vacuum is determined through the equation d a = ±α (+ is for φ i=1 and − is for φ i=2 ).
More explicitly, this reduces to
Therefore, the VEV at the a-th vacuum is given by
Since |φ i a | 2 ≥ 0, the a-th vacuum with a = 1, 2, · · · , n + 1 is realized either by It is useful to introduce a geometrical picture of field space in order to clarify the structure of these SUSY vacuum. We make the ansatz assuming d 1,a α 1 > 0. Then the one of the constraint S 1 = 0 is automatically satisfied. Another constraint T 1 = 0 is most conveniently expressed by using modulus squared variables
This means that the field space is restricted to the non-negative portion of an n dimensional hyperplane in the n + 1 dimensional space. We call this hyperplane Σ (n)
is an n simplex :
where e a denotes a unit vector. For the case of generic parameters (d a = d b ), there are n + 1 isolated vacua, each of which corresponds to a vertex of the n simplex.
Now we turn our attention to the case of degenerate vacua. We always assume φ 2 = 0 as in Eq. 
which imply the following condition among the parameters of the degenerate vacua
Since other eigenvalues are not degenerate with these, the eigenvalue condition implies Φ a = 0 for a ∈ (1, · · · , ).
The value of the ratio in Eq.(3.16) is precisely −f (φ) defined in Eq.(2.26) : Therefore, we find the degenerate SUSY vacuum is given by the positive portion of an − 1 dimensional hypersurface defined by (3.18) with moduli, in contrast to the discrete vertex points of the n-dimensional simplex Σ
in the case of nondegenerate SUSY vacua. Notice that this is consistent in the constraint T 1 = 0.
Clearly the degenerate vacuum becomes a subsimplex σ
of the entire field space. In terms of a convenient parameter for following discussion defined as
the condition of the degeneracy of a and b vacua is given by
Whenever the ratio of parameters ν 0,a /ν 1,a coincide for different a, their vacua are degenerate. All the remaining vacua are isolated and its structure is the same as the general nondegenerate case. If (< n) vacua are degenerate, there is a unique -dimensional subsimplex σ ( ) 1 as a continuum of degenerate SUSY vacua. This entire subsimplex itself becomes a continuum of the SUSY vacua in field space. We illustrate this situation in Fig.1 . In the maximally degenerate case, the entire portion of the hyperplane Σ (n) 1 corresponds to the SUSY vacua, so that there is no stable domain wall solution which interpolates between two isolated vacua.
BPS equations
Instead of solving Einstein equations directly, it is easy to obtain classical solutions by solving the BPS equations conserving a half of SUSY. In this subsection we first derive the BPS equations for the hypermultiplet scalar fields A i α and we rewrite it in terms of the fields φ i a in the Curtright-Freedman basis (2.15). We finally obtain the BPS equations for the modulus squared fields Φ a defined in Eq.(3.12), using a certain ansatz, which will be justified a posteriori.
If we assume the warped metric (1.1), the SUSY transformation of gravitino (3.1) decouples into two parts
Let us require vanishing of the SUSY variation of gravitino and hyperino to preserve the following four SUSY (out of eight SUSY) specified by
where τ 3 is one of the Pauli matrix. Then one of the gravitino BPS conditions (3.21) gives an equation for the function U (y) in the warp factor and an additional constraint
The hyperino BPS condition (3.2) gives
Since Eq.(3.23) assures that solutions of these BPS equations conserve four SUSY out of eight SUSY, the effective theory on this background has N = 1 SUSY in four dimensions. This should be useful for model building in the SUSY brane-world scenario.
Let us turn to rewrite these BPS equations in terms of φ i a . Since we are interested in the kink solutions which interpolate the two SUSY vacua in Eq.(3.9), we take an ansatz that all the φ 2 vanish by considering the case where
The BPS equation for the function U in the warp factor (3.24) reduces to
The additional constraint (3.25) reduces to g I M I S I = 0, which is automatically satisfied by the ansatz (3.27).
We also take an ansatz
where θ a is a constant phase. These ansatz (3.27) and (3.29) give V y = W 1 y = 0. Therefore, Eq.(3.26) reduces to
Since we choose t I as diagonal matrices, this reduces to 2 + 2(n + 1) decoupled equations. The second component (α = 2) and last n + 1 components (α ≥ n + 4) are automatically satisfied. For α = 1 this takes the form:
and equations for φ 1 a can be derived from α = a + 2 = 3, 4, · · · , n + 3:
In
The lack of column indices b in the second term of the right hand side implies that it appears in each column of the matrices. Eq.(3.33) can be rewritten for a = 1, · · · , n + 1 35) where the following identities for K −1 are used We can eliminate Φ n+1 through the constraint T 1 = 0 in Eq.(3.13) and transform the above BPS equations for n + 1 (dependent) fields into the BPS equations for n (independent) fields by letting a to run 1 to n in Eq.(3.34) and by rewriting f as
We can always change the n + 1 fields formalism to the n fields formalism and vice versa according to our purpose.
After checking the consistency between the BPS equations and the constraint T 1 = 0, the BPS equations can be simplified
where ν I,a is defined in Eq. (3.19) . This is the final form of our BPS equations.
5 Another constraint S 1 = S * 1 = 0 is automatically satisfied by the ansatz φ 2 = 0 in Eq.(3.27).
The
The first term of the right-hand side of Eq.(3.39) vanishes at the SUSY vacua. The vacuum energy at each vacuum is determined by the second term. The vacuum energy density at Φ b = m a δ b a is non-positive definite and is suppressed by the gravitational coupling κ 2 : [17] , [18] :
where we set
The scalar potential is shown as a function of r and θ in Fig.2 . The SUSY vacua become local minima of the scalar potential. BPS domain wall which interpolates between these two vacua (r, θ) = (0, 0) and (0, π) was obtained as [17] , [18] 44) and Ψ undetermined. Hence, the wall trajectory runs only on the section r = 0. Let us turn to our ansatz. Our ansatz (3.27) and (3.29) correspond to the section : r = 0, Θ = 2θ 1 and Ψ undetermined. Therefore our ansatz precisely covers the field space traversed by the domain wall configuration interpolating the two vacua as illustrated in Fig.2 . We note also a simplification for the special case where we choose the symmetric kinetic term d 1,a = d 1,n+1 for the U (1) generator t 1 as in Eq.(2.9). The BPS equations (3.38) becomes very simple: 45) and the VEV reduces to Φ b = mδ b a . This is the case which was studied extensively in the global SUSY case (κ → 0) previously [13] . The scalar potential also becomes simple:
The first term is precisely the same as the potential in the global SUSY case except a gravitational correction of the overall factor, whereas the second term gives a genuine gravitational correction. We will study this potential more closely when discussing the weak gravity limit in sect.5.
Exact BPS solutions
General properties
As we showed in sect.3.1, the field space of our BPS solutions is restricted in the n simplex Σ
in Eq.(3.14) with the SUSY vacua as their n + 1 vertices (or subsimplexes for degenerate cases). Our solutions of the BPS equation will be expressed as one-dimensional curves which interpolates between two vertices (or subsimplexes for degenerate cases) of Σ (n) 1 . These curves never intersect each other, since these are the solutions of the first order ordinary differential equations.
Let us consider a BPS kink interpolating between two SUSY vacua c and d :
Since the variables Φ a satisfy a Φ a /m a = 1 as given in Eq.(3.13) and Φ a ≥ 0 by definition, Φ a =c,d must vanish as y → ±∞. Near the two vacua (4.1), the BPS equations (3.38) behave as
To find out generic features of BPS wall solutions, it is useful to determine ordering of vacua [13] . For general choices of α I and d I,a it is a complicated matter to determine the ordering of the SUSY vacua. For simplicity, we assume that ν 1,a = 2g 0 M 0 (α 1 − d 1,a ) < 0 for any a. This assumption 7 is always realized in the weak gravity limit where α 1 ∼ O(κ 2 ) 1. The above asymptotic behavior of the BPS equations (4.2) suggests that the ordering of vacua should be made with respect to the ratio ν 0,a /ν 1,a . Here we assume the ordering of vacua as 1 . Therefore it is enough to consider solutions which interpolate between the first and the last vacuum. This embedding of multi-wall solutions in the subsimplexes is an extension of a feature already noted in the global SUSY model with the symmetric kinetic term in Ref. [13] .
One of the advantages of using the geometrical picture in terms of Φ a is that we can obtain the information about the warp factor very easily. In four-dimensional SUGRA [6, 7] or the D-dimensional effective SUGRA [28, 46] , the killing spinor equations are obtained:
where C D and C D are positive constants which depend on spacetime dimension D. A real function W is called "superpotential". Therefore, necessary and sufficient condition for the presence of the stationary point of the warp factor is given by the existence of zero of the "superpotential" along the wall trajectory. From Eq.(4.5) we obtain
In the case of the symmetric kinetic term, this assumption is not needed as we see below. Since ∂ 2 y U is non-positive definite, ∂ y U is always a monotonic function, and the warp factor has at most a single stationary point. Eq.(4.5) shows that the warp factor can vanish at both infinity resulting in a space-time regular in the entire bulk, if the superpotential W has odd numbers of zeroes along the wall trajectory. On the contrary, if the superpotential has no zero at all (or even numbers of zeros), the warp factor is singular at least at either one side of the wall. In that case, the BPS wall solution expresses the coupling flow of certain four-dimensional field theory according to the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Let us introduce "superpotential" for our model. We define it as a derivative of the function U in the warp factor in Eq.(3.28):
Here, we impose the constraint T 1 = 0. We will discuss the superpotential W in some detail in Appendix B.
The warp factor has a stationary point at a point where W = 0. The condition W = 0 leads to T 0 = 0 from its definition (4.7). This T 0 = 0 condition defines a hyperplane which we shall call Σ (n) 0 . We also denote the intersection of Σ along the wall trajectory. We show this circumstance in Fig.3 for n = 1, 2, 3. At this stage we have a question whether the wall trajectory can have two or more intersections with Ω (n−1) . It is familiar that ∂ 2 y U < 0 around a positive energy density which comes from the wall tension or the localized positive brane tension. On the other hand, ∂ 2 y U > 0 can be realized only if there exists a localized artificial negative energy density [2] . This physical argument suggests that the wall trajectory can have at most one intersecting point with Ω (n−1) . We can prove this explicitly in the case of the symmetric kinetic term
for any a). For this case the BPS equation for the matter field can be expressed as, (see Appendix B)
Combining this with Eq.(4.7), we find
Hence, the warp factor also has at most a single stationary point for our model at least in the case of symmetric kinetic term.
Exact solutions
generalized QT * CP n (asymmetric kinetic term)
First we will consider the BPS solutions for generalized QT * CP n models whose kinetic terms are not symmetric
. To obtain an exact BPS solutions, we rewrite Eq.(3.38) as follows:
We can eliminate a complicated, but an a independent quantity f (Φ) by subtracting (n + 1)-th equation
Then we can express Φ a by Φ n+1 for a = 1, 2, · · · , n:
where y a is an integration constant. Plugging this into the constraint (3.13), Φ n+1 is implicitly obtained as a function of y:
Pulling this back into Eq.(4.12), we can also obtain Φ a as a function of y. The superpotential W in Eq.(4.7) is given by
with the parameter a defined in Eq.(3.40). The BPS equation of the function U in the warp factor is given by Eq.(4.7) with the above superpotential. Ignoring the irrelevant integration constant of the warp factor, we obtain :
Eqs.(4.12), (4.13), and (4.15) constitute the full set of our exact BPS solutions of multi-walls. One should note that the above derivation does not rely on whether there are vacuum degeneracy or not. Therefore the above set of solutions is valid, irrespective of vacua being degenerate or nondegenerate.
The parameter a in Eq.(4.15) determines the behavior of the function U in the warp factor at infinity [31] . Our solutions contain n real parameters, (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n ). They corresponds to the n collective coordinates discovered in the BPS multi-wall solutions of T * CP n models with global SUSY [13] . In the case of nondegenerate vacua, they are related to the locations of n walls at least for large positive separation between them. If there are degenerate vacua, the parameters associated with these degenerate vacua actually reduces to the moduli parameters of the degenerate vacua. We shall see both these points more explicitly for the model with symmetric kinetic terms below. In the T * CP n model with global SUSY, there are also n moduli coming from the spontaneously
n F flavor symmetries in addition to the n moduli of the wall locations [13] . Our model also has these U (1) Similarly to the phase rotations, there are n parameters y a , a = 1, · · · , n corresponding to the locations of the walls in the global SUSY model without gravity. Therefore there are n real parameters (collective coordinates) in the solution. In the presence of gravity, the center of mass coordinate is gauged away, since the gravity can be understood as a gauge theory for translation symmetry. In fact, we have recently shown in a similar SUGRA model in the four-dimensional spacetime [50] that the scalar fluctuations in the Newton gauge have a zero mode which can however be gauged away and unphysical. Moreover this mode turned out to become the NambuGoldstone mode in the limit of vanishing gravitational coupling [50] . Consequently, the physical parameters of the BPS solution in our model with SUGRA should be n − 1 U (1) phases and n − 1 relative distances of walls, which will eventually form n complex massless fields in accord with the remaining N = 1 SUSY.
QT * CP n model (symmetric kinetic term)
In the case of symmetric kinetic term (
, it is most convenient to use the parameters
instead of ν 0,a . In this case, we can simplify our solution for Φ a . Eq.(4.13) can be inverted explicitly to give
Eq.(4.12) can also be solved explicitly to give :
The function U in the warp factor in Eq.(4.15) is given more explicitly by
with a defined in (3.40) . This warp factor for n nondegenerate vacua consists of n + 1 regions with different values of derivatives at least for large separations between n walls. These solutions (4.18) and (4.19) are valid irrespective of vacuum degeneracy. However, the physical meaning of the parameters y a , a = 1, · · · , n + 1 is clearest in the case of nondegenerate vacua. At least for large positive separation, these parameters have an intuitive physical meaning as the locations of boundaries between vacua a and n + 1 as we shall see below. On the other hand, the parameter µ a yields the inverse width of each wall associated with y a . More precise identification will be made by taking n = 2, 3 as illustrative examples below.
We can rewrite the above solutions (4.17) and (4.18) for the case of degenerate vacua, to clarify the meaning of the parameter y a for degenerate vacua. Let us assume that the + 1 vacua a, a + 1, · · · , a + are degenerate and all the other vacua are nondegenerate. As we have seen in sect.3.1, these degenerate vacua correspond to subsimplex σ ( ) 1 of Σ (n) 1 . If vacua at y = ±∞ are a = I and a = F , all fields Φ a with a < I and F < a vanish identically. Therefore we shall consider the multi-wall solution interpolating between the first a = 1 and the last vacua a = n + 1, without loss of generality. Consequently the multi-wall solution comes close to (or starts at, or ends at) the degenerate vacuum subsimplex σ ( ) 1 . From the BPS equation, we find
This implies that the solution is embedded in an (n − )-dimensional hypersurface inside the simplex Σ
where k a , . . . , k a+ are arbitrary positive constants constrained by k a + · · · + k a+ = 1.
This shows that the relative amount k b of fields Φ b compared to the sum of fields associated to the degenerate vacua are constant. The remaining procedure for obtaining the solution is completely the same as above nondegenerate case. We find that the multi-wall solution for the + 1 degenerate vacua is exactly the same as the multi-wall solution for the case of QT * CP n− model, with one of the field being the sum of these fields with
Plugging this into the constraint
We see that the parameters y a , · · · , y a+ in the general solutions (4.12) and (4.13) are transformed into these relative amount k a and y a associated to the location of the wall. Clearly the field space for this degenerate vacua is isomorphic to the field space Σ
for the QT * CP n− model. The function U in the warp factor is also given by (4.19) with the sum of the fields associated with the degenerate vacua replaced byΦ a .
It is now obvious how to generalize the above result to more involved situation with arbitrary numbers of groups of degenerate vacua together with nondegenerate vacua. We shall illustrate below these cases in explicit solutions for n = 2 and 3.
n = 2 case (QT
Here we deal with the n = 2 case in some detail. For simplicity, we consider the case of the symmetric kinetic term (d 1,a = d 1,n+1 for any a) in the remainder of this section. Let us first take nondegenerate case. The SUSY vacuum structure and the scalar potential are illustrated in Fig.4 . Notice that µ 1 > µ 2 > 0 from the above vacuum ordering (4.3). The general two wall solution is given by :
where we define the separation y ab between vacua a and b as 29) with the understanding that y a ≡ y a,n+1 (n = 2 in our case). The parameter y ab has a physical meaning of the location of the boundary between the vacua a and b. If these two vacua are adjacent, it in fact becomes the location of the wall separating these two vacua. Here, Φ 3 is not an independent field because of the constraint The relative distance R between these two walls is given as
When y 2 approaches to y 1 , the two walls are compressed each other. If y 2 becomes smaller than y 1 , R loses the intuitive physical meaning of the relative distance. It is still a parameter of the solution which has an interesting nontrivial dynamics [14] , [16] . We illustrate the behavior of multi-wall solution as y 12 goes through y 2 from left to right in Fig.5 . The above explicit solutions (4.28) satisfy [13] (
Hence, the relative distance R determines the trajectory of the solution curve in Σ
1 , and the center of mass coordinate y cm ≡ (y 12 + y 2 )/2 determines the mapping from the base space y to the trajectory in Σ (2) 1 . When R becomes zero or negative, two walls are compressed each other and the solution curves are close to the straight line (subsimplex σ (1) 1 ) connecting the first and the last vacua. In the limit of R → −∞, it should reduce to the so-called fundamental wall [13] connecting the first and the last vacua directly without exciting Φ 2 at all. As R(> 0) grows, the corresponding solution curve goes closer to the vacuum 2. If we take R infinity, two far away walls approach the two fundamental walls, each of which corresponds to the 1 → 2 and 2 → 3 wall, respectively.
Next we turn to degenerate case with
). In this case we have an isolated vacuum (Φ b = mδ b 3 ) and a degenerate vacuum which is represented by a subsimplex σ
1 with the vacua 1, 2 as its vertex. The BPS solutions are given by :
The solution has two parameters : y 1 and k 1 = 1 − k 2 . The parameter y 1 corresponds to the position of the wall and k 1 is the relative amount of the field Φ 1 withinΦ 1 associated to the degenerate vacuum. The field space and the solution in the case of the degenerate vacua is illustrated in Fig.7 . 
n = 3 case (QT
Here we work out the n = 3 case in some detail. We shall consider the case of the symmetric kinetic term
. Writing out three independent fields only, we obtain the three wall solution as :
where we used the variable y ab defined in Eq. (4.29) . Notice that y ab are not fully independent, and satisfy the identity such as 8 :
If we wish to have the region of vacuum 2 and 3 clearly visible, we should arrange the parameters y 12 < y 23 < y 3 . Then we automatically obtain the ordering y 12 < y 13 < y 23 < y 2 (= y 24 ) < y 3 (= y 34 ). A typical three wall solution for nondegenerate case is shown in Fig.8 .
Next we turn to the degenerate case. Compared to the n = 2 case, we have more varieties of degenerate cases. Since there are four possible vacua, there can be degeneracies among two, three, and four vacua. The case of four degenerate vacua does not give wall solution. The case of three degenerate vacua can occur either for the first three vacua (1, 2, 3) or the last three vacua (2, 3, 4) . The case of two degenerate vacua can occur either between the first two vacua (1, 2), or the last two vacua (3, 4) , or the middle two vacua (2, 3). Consequently we can have two groups of degenerate vacua (1, 2) and (3, 4) . We shall illustrate these typical solutions in the following.
If the last two vacua (3, 4) are degenerate and the rest are nondegenerate, we obtain model [31] . This situation has also appeared in the analytic solution in a four-dimensional N = 1 SUGRA model [7] . It is tempting to speculate that this property might be related to the exact solvability of our model in SUGRA.
For a long time, it has been a difficult problem to find a consistent gravitational deformation from a hyperKähler manifold to a quaternionic Kähler manifold with gravitationally corrected potential terms necessary for wall solutions. This goal has been achieved here by using an off-shell formulation of SUGRA and the massive quaternionic Kähler quotient method [31] . There has been an extensive studies of domain walls in SUGRA theories, using the on-shell formulation such as in Ref. [34] . In principle, it may be possible to obtain BPS solutions using the on-shell formulation, since auxiliary fields are eliminated when we solve the BPS equations. However, off-shell formulation of SUGRA provides a more powerful tool to obtain SUGRA domain walls as gravitational deformations of those in global SUSY models. If we eliminate constraints before coupling to gravity, target manifold of nonlinear sigma models are fixed already. Then it is very difficult in general to find out necessary gravitational corrections to the target manifold in order to extend hyper-Kähler nonlinear sigma models with global eight SUSY to quaternionic Kähler nonlinear sigma models coupled to SUGRA. On the other hand, many hyper-Kähler sigma models can be obtained as quotients of linear sigma models by using vector multiplets as Lagrange multipliers [41] , [44] , [17] , [18] . We can first couple these system of gauged linear sigma models to SUGRA before eliminating the Lagrange multiplier multiplets. When we eliminate the Lagrange multipliers after coupling to gravity in the off-shell formulation, we obtain quaternionic Kähler nonlinear sigma models coupled to SUGRA automatically. In this framework, we can take a weak gravity limit of these models straightforwardly. Therefore the off-shell formulation of SUGRA is very useful to obtain quaternionic nonlinear sigma models as continuous gravitational deformations of hyper-Kähler nonlinear sigma models of the global SUSY.
By construction, our models should have quaternionic Kähler target manifold as far as local properties are concerned. However, we have not yet studied possible global obstructions which might exist in these target manifold. We still have to work out the coordinates that parametrize the manifold globally. This is a problem to be studied in future.
At least in the case of T * CP 1 model, it has been noted that our quaternionic manifold has a conical singularity at r = 0 in r, Ψ plane [31] , except for discrete values of gravitational coupling
where it can be identified with a removable bolt singularity [10] . Here one uses Z k division instead of Z 2 of the original Eguchi-Hanson metric. However, we find it more desirable to have a smooth limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. In this respect, it is strange to use different divisions for a model with global SUSY and its gravitationally deformed version. To achieve a smooth limit of vanishing gravitational coupling, our strategy to deal with such singularities is to restore the kinetic term for the Lagrange multiplier multiplet W 1 µ [31] . We believe that we can still achieve a continuous gravitational deformation avoiding the singularity, if we simply restore the kinetic term for the vector multiplet containing W 1 µ . The elimination of the kinetic term correspond to the infinite gauge coupling g 1 → ∞. Let us take a gauged linear sigma model consisting of hypermultiplets interacting with vector multiplets and couple it to SUGRA by the tensor calculus [32] . This model is a consistent interacting SUGRA system with eight local SUSY. For finite but large values of gauge coupling g 1 , the model effectively reduces to our quaternionic nonlinear sigma model except near the conical singularity where we can no longer neglect the vector multiplet. Only in the neighborhood of the singularity, the manifold loses its simple geometrical meaning of quaternionic manifold consisting solely of hypermultiplets. In this gauged linear sigma model, we can freely take the limit κ → 0 to obtain the QT * CP n manifold. Therefore we believe that this gauged linear sigma model coupled with SUGRA is most suitable to obtain the gravitational deformation of hyper-Kähler manifolds. On the other hand, our BPS multi-wall solutions should still be valid solutions of the gauged linear sigma model coupled with SUGRA. This is because our constraints arising from the elimination of the vector multiplet without kinetic term preserve all SUSY, and hence they solve the additional BPS condition for the vector multiplet trivially. Therefore we anticipate that our solution continues to be a BPS wall solution for the gauged linear sigma model with a finite large gauge coupling g 1 coupled with SUGRA. The only modification should be that near the conical singularity, the target space manifold loses a simple geometrical meaning as a genuine quaternionic manifold consisting solely of hypermultiplets. Instead the vector multiplet cannot be neglected when we examine the geometry of the target manifold near the "resolved" conical singularity. A full analysis of the gauged linear sigma model with a finite gauge coupling g 1 (with the kinetic term) coupled to SUGRA is under investigation.
Since we have vector multiplets W 1 µ and W 0 µ , we should take into account the possible Higgs mechanism due to these gauge fields. Even in the limit of no kinetic term for W 1 µ as in our case here, the gauge field W 0 µ associated with the central charge extension should absorb one of the Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneously broken U (1) n F global flavor symmetry. This is a new feature of our model with SUGRA compared to the T * CP n model with global SUSY. We note, however, this Higgs mechanism should be absent in the limit of vanishing gravitational coupling. This is ensured by the fact that the gauge coupling g 0 vanishes in the limit of the vanishing gravitational coupling
We shall study also these aspects associated with the vector multiplets in separate publications.
A Isometry of Our Action
Since the generator t 1 gives the constraint to obtain the curved target manifold, t 1 determines the geometry of the target manifold, in particular its isometry. Therefore we can examine the isometry of our model (2.2) once we fix the matrix t 1 . On the other hand, another U (1) generator t 0 associated to the central charge multiplet gives a mass term which eventually specifies the potential term. We should choose the generator t 0 among the generators t of the isometry. Because of the gauge fixing of dilatation and invariance of quadratic forms, generators should satisfy Eq.(2.6). These matrices are the generators of the group U SP (2, 2(n + 1)), and are given explicitly as in Eq.(2.7) Therefore we should choose the generators t 0 among U SP (2, 2(n + 1)) generators Table 1 .
Among these possibilities, however, the case i), iii), v) are not desirable by the following reasons. When at least one of the d 1,a vanishes, the direction a is not gauged. Then we do not obtain a curved target manifold due to the constraint along this direction. When α 1 = 0, the mass scale of the target manifold goes to infinity, and we again obtain no additional constraint through the vector multiplet without kinetic term. These are not what we want. In case ii), t 1 itself vanishes. Then the target metric becomes flat in the global limit, or global limit do not exist [29] . Furthermore, this case is not suitable for constructing the wall solutions for our purpose because of divergence of the vacuum energy in the global limit.
Therefore only the iv), vi), vii) cases are suitable to obtain quaternionic extensions of the hyper-Kähler manifolds and to construct the wall solutions. The cases iv), vi) have enhanced isometry, whereas the case vii) gives the smallest isometry U (1) × U (1).
B Superpotential
The purpose of this appendix is to simplify our model by introducing the "superpotential". Let us first attempt to simplify the scalar potential (3.39) and the BPS equations (3.38) . For that purpose we introduce the following real vectors using the real fields It is also useful to introduce a matrix and vectors : Eq.(3.29) , we find the bosonic part of the action to be rewritten with these fields ϕ a as
It has been known that the scalar potential of many SUGRA theories can be expressed by a real function W (ϕ i ), the so-called "superpotential", as [46, 47] V (ϕ a ) = (D − 2) where the scalar fields are normalized such that the D-dimensional Einstein gravity and a number of scalar fields ϕ a with a scalar potential V is given by :
where κ
and e is the determinant of the vielbein. This form of the scalar potential ensures the existence of the stable AdS vacua with or without SUSY, if the superpotential has at least a stationary point [48, 49] . By a rescaling W = 6Ŵ , our results (B.17)-(B.19) are consistent with this "effective SUGRA" formalism in D = 5 dimensions.
